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University, Tempe, Arizona; and 5Department of Chemistry, Princeton University, Princeton, New JerseyABSTRACT Allochromatium vinosum (formerlyChromatium vinosum) purple bacteria are known to adapt their light-harvesting
strategy during growth according to environmental factors such as temperature and average light intensity. Under low light illu-
mination or low ambient temperature conditions, most of the LH2 complexes in the photosynthetic membranes form a B820
exciton with reduced spectral overlap with LH1. To elucidate the reason for this light and temperature adaptation of the LH2 elec-
tronic structure, we performed broadband femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy as a function of excitation wavelength
in A. vinosum membranes. A target analysis of the acquired data yielded individual rate constants for all relevant elementary
energy transfer (ET) processes. We found that the ET dynamics in high-light-grown membranes was well described by a
homogeneous model, with forward and backward rate constants independent of the pump wavelength. Thus, the overall
B800/B850/B890/ Reaction Center ET cascade is well described by simple triexponential kinetics. In the low-light-grown
membranes, we found that the elementary backward transfer rate constant from B890 to B820 was strongly reduced compared
with the corresponding constant from B890 to B850 in high-light-grown samples. The ET dynamics of low-light-grown mem-
branes was strongly dependent on the pump wavelength, clearly showing that the excitation memory is not lost throughout
the exciton lifetime. The observed pump energy dependence of the forward and backward ET rate constants suggests exciton
diffusion via B850/ B850 transfer steps, making the overall ET dynamics nonexponential. Our results show that disorder plays
a crucial role in our understanding of low-light adaptation in A. vinosum.INTRODUCTIONSimilarly to most purple bacteria, Allochromatium vinosum
membranes have a photosynthetic unit consisting of smaller,
peripheral light-harvesting (LH) complexes (LH2) sur-
rounding larger complexes (LH1) that contain the reaction
center (RC) (1). The main antenna molecules are bacterio-
chlorophylls (BChls), whose optical spectra, by virtue of
their different excitonic couplings, are tuned to induce
very efficient vectorial energy transfer (ET) toward the
RC. Vectorial ET (2) allows excitons to reach the RC in
very few individual transfer steps, such that a single RC
can harvest excitation energy over tens of nanometers of
radius with near-unity efficiency.
In the LH1 of A. vinosum, the RC is surrounded by a cir-
cular aggregate of 32 BChl molecules (1). A strong exci-
tonic interaction leads to a red shift of their lowest
allowed electronic transition (the Qy band) to 890 nm.
This in contrast to most other species, which produce a Qy
maximum around 875 nm in the LH1 complex, and there-
fore the BChls in A. vinosum are called B890 (3). In the
LH2 complex, two coplanar circular aggregates are present.
A recent study showed that the polypeptide skeleton (whichSubmitted May 1, 2015, and accepted for publication September 8, 2015.
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0006-3495/15/11/1885/14is responsible for the geometrical arrangement of the BChls)
in LH2 of A. vinosum is considerably larger than that of
LH2 complexes of the reference species Rps. acidophila
10050. The latter consists of nine subunits, whereas for
A. vinosum a range of 12–13 subunits has been inferred
from electron diffraction (4) and single-molecule spectros-
copy (5) studies. For our quantitative calculations, we
henceforth assumed the presence of 12 subunits. In these
subunits, an a-polypeptide and a b-polypeptide define the
positions and electronic surroundings of two strongly inter-
acting BChls and one additional BChl molecule that only
weakly interacts with its neighbors (5). In the LH2 complex,
the 24 strongly interacting BChls thus form a circular aggre-
gate with a Qy band at 850 nm (and hence is referred to as
B850), while the 12 weakly interacting BChls form another
circular aggregate that is coplanar with B850 and produces a
Qy band around 800 nm (and therefore is called B800). One
special feature of the weakly coupled B800 moiety in
A. vinosum is the doublet in the absorption band at 795
and 805 nm, henceforth labeled as B800H and B800L,
respectively. Based on the observation of subpicosecond
ET from B800H toward B800L at low temperatures (6), it
has been concluded that the species that are responsible
for B800H and B800L cannot reside in different LH2
complexes, but rather occur within the same complex.http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.09.008
1886 Lu¨er et al.Single-molecule spectroscopy suggests a pairing of the
B800 molecules, resulting in Davydov splitting of the exci-
tonic bands (5).
The absorption spectrum of the LH2 complex of
A. vinosum shows a pronounced dependence on the growth
conditions. If the bacteria are grown under high-light (HL)
conditions, a lower-energy absorption band at 850 nm is
found (B850), whereas under low-light (LL) conditions
the absorption maximum is substantially shifted toward
shorter wavelengths (B820). A similar blue-shifted B820
band under LL conditions is found also in Rps. palustris
(7) and Ph. molischianum (8). In photosynthetic membranes
of this species, a substantial reduction in the rate of back-
ward ET from LH1 to LH2 has been observed by derivative
transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy (9). Compared with
the relatively simple case of Rps. palustris, light adaptation
in A. vinosum is considerably more complex. In addition to
B820 and B850, a third moiety named B840 has been
observed under certain growth conditions (8). To date, how-
ever, the reason for the higher complexity of A. vinosum’s
light-adaptation strategy has not been elucidated.
Ultrafast optical spectroscopy is a powerful approach that
allows direct time-domain observations of ET processes and
has been widely applied to the study of isolated LH com-
plexes (6,10-12) and membranes (13-15) of purple bacteria.
Here, we present a femtosecond TA study of A. vinosum
photosynthetic membranes grown at different light inten-
sities and temperatures. We study membranes grown under
two different conditions: HL intensity and 40C (THL40),
and LL intensity and 30C (TLL30). We compare them
with isolated LH2 complexes that, apart from B800H/
B800L, contain either only B820 or only B850 (LH2-
B820 and LH2-B850, respectively). To understand the full
role of B820 (which appears in the LL samples as a result
of light adaptation) in the overall ET cascade, we need to
assess its function as an energy acceptor as well as an energy
donor. Therefore, in contrast to a previous study (9), here we
are concerned with the quantitative determination of
elementary transfer processes in a complex reaction scheme
comprising parallel and sequential processes at the same
time. Such a task requires one to know the concentrations
of all individual states in the LH2 and LH1 complexes as
a function of time, which we obtain by applying a combina-
tion of temporal and spectral global modeling. Tuning of the
excitation wavelength provides insight into the energetic
dispersion of the contributing species.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cultures of A. vinosum strain D were grown on thiosulfate media under
two different conditions: HL intensity (70–80 mmol s1 m2) and 40C
(THL40), and LL intensity (2 mmol s1 m2) and 30C (TLL30). We chose
these growth conditions because it was previously shown that the resulting
photosynthetic membranes exhibit a strongly different LH2-B850/LH2-
B820 ratio (8), which makes a comparative study more significant.
Photosynthetic membranes were extracted and solubilized, and the LH2Biophysical Journal 109(9) 1885–1898complexes were subsequently isolated and purified as described previously
(8). Femtosecond spectroscopic data were obtained using an ad-hoc-
designed TA setup, which combines a tunable narrowband pump pulse
(to enable selective excitation of the different chromophores in the mem-
branes) with a broadband probe pulse. The system starts with an amplified
Ti:sapphire laser system (Coherent Libra) that produces 100-fs pulses with
a 1-kHz repetition rate and 4-mJ energy at the fundamental wavelength of
780 nm. The near-infrared portion (l > 820 nm, selected by a long-pass
filter) of a white-light continuum (WLC), generated in a 3-mm-thick sap-
phire plate, is used as the probe pulse. An ad-hoc-designed optical para-
metric amplifier (OPA), which generates narrowband pulses that are
tunable from 780 nm (1.51 eV) to 1050 nm (1.18 eV), is used to excite
the samples. The OPA is pumped by the second harmonic of the
Ti:sapphire, generated in a 3-mm-thick b-barium-borate (BBO) crystal.
The limited acceptance bandwidth of the thick BBO crystal ensures a nar-
row bandwidth of the OPA pump pulses. The OPA seed pulses, obtained by
WLC generation in a 2-mm-thick sapphire plate, are chirped by a 1-cm-
thick ZnSe plate, which introduces a group delay of ~3 ps between the
800- and 1050-nm wavelengths, ensuring that only a nearly monochro-
matic portion of the broadband seed is temporally overlapped with the
pump. The pump and seed are superimposed in a 2-mm-thick BBO crystal.
The narrow linewidth of the second-harmonic pump pulse and the strong
chirp of the seed ensure the generation of ~10-meV FWHM bandwidth
pulses, with >500-nJ energy, thus enabling selective excitation of the
samples.
The pump and probe pulses, synchronized by a delay line, are focused
on the sample (in a quartz cuvette of 1-mm path length at a concentration
producing a maximum OD of 0.4 in a probe wavelength range of 800–
1000 nm) in a noncollinear geometry, and the transmitted probe is
dispersed in a spectrometer with single-shot detection capability at the
full 1-kHz laser repetition rate, providing a sensitivity in TA of z105
(16). Both of these characteristics are essential for our data analysis
method (see below). To minimize exciton-exciton annihilation while still
maintaining a signal/noise ratio sufficient for processing the TA spectra,
we limit the pump pulse fluence to <6 mJ/cm2 for the membranes, and
to <20 mJ/cm2 for the isolated LH2 complexes, where exciton annihila-
tion occurs only on much higher fluences (see the Supporting Material for
a complete list of pump fluences). The temperature of the laboratory was
kept at 20C, and laser-induced heating of the sample was sufficiently
low under our excitation conditions (1 kHz repetition rate). Because we
used cuvettes with a path length of 1 mm, the laminar flow was sufficient
to allow for convection of the solution under a small temperature
gradient introduced by the pump pulse. Given the high ratio of sampled
volume to total available cuvette volume, we did not observe any sign
of sample bleaching throughout the measurements, and thus oxygen
exclusion was not needed. The overall time resolution of the setup
is z200 fs.
We performed a spectro-temporal analysis and subsequent target analysis
according to the method described by van Stokkum et al. (17). In short, a
global temporal analysis using a strictly sequential transfer model yields
a set of evolution-associated differential spectra (EADS) with correspond-
ing exponential lifetimes. Each EADS is a linear superposition of the spe-
cies-associated differential spectra (SADS) with their corresponding
spectral weights. By knowing the SADS of each contributing excited state,
one can obtain the spectral weight of the SADS contained in each EADS.
After determining the absorption cross section of each state (see Supporting
Material), we obtain the individual time-dependent concentrations of the
B800, B820, B850, and B890 species by employing a simple multiexponen-
tial function involving the spectral weights of the respective SADS and
corresponding exponential lifetimes. Finally, we fit these individual con-
centration-time dependences to a target model by using a numerical fitting
routine that allows the inclusion of second-order processes (bimolecular
exciton annihilation). Details are provided in the Supporting Material.
The crucial step is to determine the correct SADS for each state. Thanks
to the availability of isolated LH2 complexes with either only B820 or
Energy Transfer in A. vinosum Membranes 1887only B850 present, we are able to develop our spectral model for these pure
complexes and transfer it with certain modifications (essentially allowing
limited spectral shifts and evolutions) to the different environments in the
membranes.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of ground-state absorption spectra
Fig. 1 presents the ground-state absorption (GSA) spectra of
all of the samples together with their second derivatives
(symbols offset by 0.4). We performed spectral modeling
(solid curves offset by 0.4) on the second derivatives of
the GSA, rather than the GSA themselves, for two reasons.
First, second derivatives show greatly enhanced spectral
selectivity (18) and thus facilitate the analysis of strongly
overlapping spectra. Second, we use a general property of
second derivatives, suppressing constant and linear compo-
nents of the original function, to remove scattering contribu-
tions from the GSA spectra: as the membranes’ size is
comparable to or larger than the light wavelength and is
not monodisperse, only a weak dependence of the ensemble
scattering on photon energy E is expected (19), which on a
limited energy range can be well approximated by a straight
line.
We start by discussing the LH2 isolated complexes in
Fig. 1, a and b. The contributions of B800 are found in the re-
gion from 1.53 to 1.58 eV. Strong and sharp bands are
observed at 1.56 and 1.54 eV (B800H and B800L, respec-
tively). In LH2-B850, the B800H/B800L ratio is more on
the side of B800H than in LH2-B820. This has been reported
before (8) and is in full agreement with the picture of dimer-ized BChl molecules in the B800 aggregate because it has
been shown that the coupling toward B820/B850 must be
taken into account to reproduce the relative oscillator
strengths of B800L and B800H (5). It is therefore to be ex-
pected that the coupling toward B820 is different from that
toward B850, resulting in a different B800H/B800L ratio.
The contributions of the strongly excitonically coupled
moieties (B850 and B820) are found between 1.42 and
1.52 eV. LH2-B850 shows a single broad band at 1.46 eV.
In contrast, the isolated LH2-B820 clearly shows two bands:
a relatively sharp, high energetic transition at 1.51 eV, and a
weaker and broader one around 1.47 eV. We can exclude the
possibility that the latter band is caused by sample impurity
(e.g., a minor presence of LH2-B850 in the LH2-B820 sam-
ple), based on the observation of ultrafast ET between these
two bands (see below). We therefore assign this transition to
a low-energy exciton of the B820 moiety, henceforth called
B820L. It is interesting to note that the B850 exciton en-
ergies are quite similar in A. vinosum and Rps. palustris,
even though the former is a 12-mer and the latter is a
9-mer. This observation can be explained by different
amounts of static and dynamic disorder (reducing the effec-
tive extension of the exciton across the circular aggregate)
and electrostatic coupling (e.g., by hydrogen bonds) (20).
Fig. 1, c and d, show the GSA spectra and the correspond-
ing second derivatives of the A. vinosummembranes THL40
andTLL30, respectively. The presence of theLH1 complexes
in the membranes manifests itself in both samples with a
broad band around 1.39 eV, assigned to B890. On the other
hand, the LH2-related features in the membranes are very
similar to those of the isolated LH2 complexes in Fig. 1, aFIGURE 1 (a–d) GSA spectra of A. vinosum
samples of LH2 complexes (a and b) and mem-
branes (c and d). Second derivatives of the GSA
spectra (dots) are displayed as symbols offset by
0.4 for clarity, together with the multiband fits
(solid curves; for details, see Supporting Material).
The isolated contributions of the single bands to
the fits are integrated two times and shown as
colored curves. The sum of the isolated bands
does not reproduce the original GSA spectra
because in the latter, contributions from Mie scat-
tering are present that are discarded when the sec-
ond derivative is formed. To see this figure in color,
go online.
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similar to that of LH2-B850 in all details, i.e., the B800H
band is weaker than B800L, and there is a single broad
band of B850 at 1.46 eV without any sign of a further optical
transition in this probe energy region. In the same way, the
LH2 part of TLL30 (Fig. 1 d) is very similar to LH2-B820,
in that both B800H and B800L have approximately equal
weight, and there is a sharp B820 band at 1.51 eV. From
this, we learn that the LH2 complexes in THL40 are predom-
inantly LH2-B850, whereas in TLL30 membranes they are
predominantly LH2-B820. However, note that at 1.46–1.48
eV, where LH2-B820 shows only a shoulder, a strong band
is observed in TLL30. Therefore, the TLL30 membranes
might actually contain some B850 LH2 complexes.
To obtain the approximate composition of the THL40 and
TLL30membranes from the integrated oscillator strengths of
the absorption spectra, we simulated the second derivatives
by a superposition of second derivatives of five skewed Voigt
bands (17) at 1.56 (B800H), 1.54 (B800L), 1.51 (B820), 1.47
(B850/B820-L), and 1.39 (B890) eV (see the SupportingMa-
terial for details). The fits, plotted as solid black curves in
Fig. 1, are free of significant deviations (the resulting relative
spectral weights, W, are shown in Table 1). Considering that
the band at 1.47 eV contains contributions from both the
B820 and B850 complexes, we can calculate the relative
molar fraction of the three different moieties, namely,
B820, B850, and B890 (see the last three columns in Table 1,
respectively, and the Supporting Material for details
regarding the calculations). We find that in the HL-grown
membrane THL40, only very few of the LH2 complexes
contain B820 moieties, and that the LH2/LH1 concentration
ratio is ~2:1. In the LL- and low-temperature-grown mem-
brane TLL30, ~30% of the LH2 complexes contain B850
moieties, and the LH2/LH1 ratio is close to 4:1. The observa-
tion that relatively more LH2 complexes are formed under
LL conditions has also been reported for other species
(e.g., Rps. palustris) (20), and is attributed to the fact that
there is an increased need for antenna (LH2) complexes to
efficiently harvest the weak light intensity, whereas under
strong illumination, sufficient core (LH1) complexes are
required to deal with the large incoming amount of excitons.TA spectra of LH2 complexes
Fig. 2, a and b, show the femtosecond TA spectra of the
LH2-B850 and LH2-B820 complexes, respectively, afterTABLE 1 Spectral weights of single bands and the relative abunda
W (1.56 eV) W (1.54 eV) W (1.51 eV) W (1.47 eV
LH2-B820 14.9 18.3 42.1 24.6
LH2-B850 11.6 21.7 0.6 66.0
TLL30 9.9 17.2 24.1 29.9
THL40 7.3 14.3 3.4 39.7
Calculation of the relative abundances is based on the assumption that LH2-B820
of 24:32 for {B820; B850} and B890. W, spectral weight; X, relative abundanc
Biophysical Journal 109(9) 1885–1898excitation at 1.58 eV, which according to Fig. 1, a and b,
respectively, is in resonance with the high-energy band
B800H. At t ¼ 0 ps, when the pump and probe pulses
temporally overlap, both complexes clearly show a negative
TA signal at 1.56 eV, where the second derivative of the
GSA spectrum shows a sharp minimum, indicating the spec-
tral position of the B800H band (black and blue curves,
respectively). This negative TA is caused by a superposition
of contributions from transient photobleaching (PB) and
stimulated emission from the Qy band of B800H. The corre-
sponding Qy PB of B800L is also seen in the TA spectra at
t ¼ 0 ps, albeit slightly blue shifted with respect to the
respective minimum of the second derivative of GSA. The
blue shift is a clear sign of transient hole burning in
the dynamically and/or statically disordered B800L
ensemble (5), because our narrow-band pump pulse excites
this ensemble in its high-energy absorption edge. Apart
from the B800-related features, in Fig. 2 a we further
observe a photo-induced absorption (PA) band around
1.5 eVand a PB band at 1.45 eV, both due to resonant pump-
ing of higher excitonic states of B850. Analogously, in
Fig. 2 b we find a broad PB band around 1.5 eV due to reso-
nant pumping of B820 moieties.
After 4 ps, the spectral features of B800H/B800L have
nearly completely disappeared from the TA spectra (red
curves in Fig. 2, a and b). The TA spectrum of LH2-B850
(Fig. 2 a) is now dominated by the PB/PA couple at 1.45/
1.50 eV, respectively, that was already weakly present at
t ¼ 0 ps. Note that the peak position of the corresponding
GSA band (blue and green curves in Fig. 2 a) does not coin-
cide with the PB maximum but rather with the inflection
point between PB and PA. This feature is a well-known
property of strongly coupled linear or circular aggregates,
and leads to a very small energetic offset between the first
excitonic transition (causing PB) and the exciton-to biexci-
ton transition (causing PA) (21,22). If the number of mono-
mers is sufficiently large, the energetic offset becomes so
small that the overall TA spectrum can be well approxi-
mated by a first derivative of the GSA (23). A very slight
red shift of the PB center energy within the first 4 ps can
be explained by relaxation within the B850 exciton mani-
fold, which has been found to occur in ~400 fs in the species
Rhodobacter spheriodes (24), and thus can be resolved
within the response time of our experiment.
In contrast to LH2-B850, a strong spectral evolution is
found for the TA spectra of LH2-B820 during the firstnces of complexes in membranes
) W (1.39 eV) X (B820) (%) X (B850) (%) X (B890) (%)
0 100 0 0
0 0 100 0
18.9 56.0 23.2 20.8
35.3 7.8 54.1 38.1
does not contain any B850 complexes, and an absorption cross-section ratio
e.
FIGURE 2 (a) TA spectra of LH2-B820 at t ¼
0 and 4 ps after pumping at 1.58 eV (solid curves
in lower part of panel). Global fits to the TA
spectra are shown as dashed curves. The GSA
spectrum and the fit to its second derivative are
shown as solid curves in the higher part of the
panel. (b) Same as (a) for LH2-B850. (c) First de-
rivatives of the EADS (D-EADS) as obtained from
a global kinetic fit to the time-resolved TA spectra
of LH2-B820 (thin lines), and fits of the D-EADS
according to a spectral model (thick lines).
(d) Same as (c) for LH2-B850. To see this figure
in color, go online.
TABLE 2 Lifetimes of the EADS 1 states obtained from the
global fits reported in Fig. 2, c and d, for different pump photon
energies
Epu ¼ 1.58 eV Epu ¼ 1.54 eV
LH2-B820 1.04 ps (B800H/B820) 0.46 ps (B800L/B820)
LH2-B850 1.47 ps (B800H/B850) 1.11 ps (B800L/B850)
The corresponding ET process is given in parentheses. The value in italics is
only approximate due to the nonspecific pumping condition and hence
limited spectral evolution.
Energy Transfer in A. vinosum Membranes 18894 ps (compare the black and red spectra in Fig. 2 b). Upon
resonant pumping (t ¼ 0, black curve), the PB band exhibits
two equally strong peaks at 1.47 and 1.50 eV, which are
related to the B820L and B820 bands seen in the second de-
rivative of the GSA spectrum (blue curve in Fig. 2 b). At t¼
4 ps, the PB maximum associated with B820L is shifted
substantially to the red and dominates the TA spectrum,
whereas the PB feature related to B820 now produces
merely a shoulder at 1.50 eV. The observation of a temporal
evolution of the relative strength of the PB features related
to B820L and B820 precludes the possibility of sample
contamination causing the weak B820L band in the LH2-
B820 sample, since such contamination would not be in inti-
mate contact with the majority LH2-B820 species to allow
for a picosecond population transfer. Therefore, the moieties
that are responsible for the B820L band must share the same
LH2 complex with those that produce the B820 band.
The electronic structure of the B820 species in A. vinosum
may thus be similar to that of the B820 moiety in Rps. Pal-
ustris, where it was found that six a,b BChl pairs of the 9-
meric ring have B820-like site energies and three a,b BChl
pairs have B850-like site energies (25). However, note that
the population transfer time between the B850-like and
B820-like subunits in Rps. Palustris is ~2 ps (26), whereas
we observe much faster population transfer times for
A. vinosum (~220 fs; see Supporting Material). In the frame-
work of the disordered exciton model (27), this might sug-
gest a stronger excitonic coupling between the respective
subunits of A. vinosum LH2 complexes than between those
of Rps. palustris.
We performed a global analysis of the entire time-
resolved TA spectra, assuming two states connected by afirst-order reaction. This analysis provided the lifetimes of
the two states (see Table 2) and their associated EADS.
We exploit the fact that the TA spectra of the strongly exci-
tonically coupled moieties are similar to first derivatives of
the GSA spectra, as shown above, and therefore present in
Fig. 2, c and d, the first derivatives of the EADS
(D-EADS) because these should then present the same spec-
tral features as the second derivatives of the GSA spectrum.
Due to the limited stability of the WLC close to the funda-
mental energy of 1.6 eV, we do not include this region in the
global fitting and hence do not display the B800H and
B800L bands. By comparing the D-EADS in Fig. 2, c and
d, with the blue curves in Fig. 2, a and b, respectively,
one can see that the D-EADS of LH2-B820 present sharp
maxima exactly at the positions of B820 and B820L,
whereas the D-EADS of LH2-B850 peaks exactly at the
spectral position of B850.
The dashed curves in Fig. 2, c and d, are fits to the
D-EADS according to a spectral model based on a super-
position of second derivatives of skewed Voigt bands (17).
For a perfect reproduction of LH2-B850 (LH2-B820), we
needed two (three) bands, as labeled in Fig. 2, c and d.Biophysical Journal 109(9) 1885–1898
1890 Lu¨er et al.For details of the spectral modeling, see the Supporting
Material.
The lifetimes of EADS 1, which represent the B800/
B820/B850 ET times, are summarized in Table 2 as a func-
tion of the excitation photon energy. The longest ET time is
observed between B800H and B850 (1.47 ps), followed by
ET B800L/B850, B800H/B820, and B800L/B820
(1.11, 1.04, and 0.46 ps, respectively, with the last one being
only approximate due to significant resonant pumping of
B820 under these conditions; see Supporting Material).
The ET rate constants thus increase monotonously with a
decreasing energetic offset between the energy donor and
acceptor (28). At first glance, this result seems to be in
contradiction to the recent suggestion that Davydov splitting
is a reason for the two separate bands in B800 (5). In fact,
neglecting disorder, we would not expect any pump energy
dependence of the ET rate because the B800H/B800L in-
ternal conversion process is expected to occur at a much
higher rate than the B800/B820/B850 ET process. How-
ever, the single-molecule spectra do show a substantial
amount of energetic disorder of the individual excitonically
coupled pairs. In a previous study (5), it was shown that the
disorder-induced bandwidth is approximately on the order
of the energetic spacing of the B800L and B800H sub-
bands. Pumping energetically above the B800H band center
will therefore selectively excite B800 moieties with reduced
spectral overlap toward B850 or B820, as we can demon-
strate by the blue-shifted PB features in Fig. 2, a and b, at
t ¼ 0 ps. In the same way, pumping below the B800L
band center will excite B800 moieties with enhanced spec-
tral overlap toward B850 or B820. Our results can therefore
be well explained on the basis of spectral overlap arguments,
as long as the homo B800/B800 ET rates are not very
much higher than the B800/B850 ET rates. In summary,
our analysis of the TA spectra of isolated LH2 complexes
containing either B820 or B850 allowed us to determine
the approximate time constants for the elementary ET steps
of B800/B820 and B800/B850 at different excitation
energies. These energies ranged from ~0.46 to 1.47 ps,
scaling with the energetic offset between the energy donor
and acceptor. We obtained pure excited-state spectra for
both B820 and B850 moieties by conducting a global anal-
ysis, which we then used for a target analysis of the more
complex photophysics of the membranes, as discussed in
the remainder of this article.FIGURE 3 (a) TA spectra after pumping THL40 at 1.58 eV, with different
pump-probe delays as given in the figure (solid curves). Dashed curves are
global fits according to a three-state sequential model. (b) D-EADS obtained
from the global fits, with the associated lifetimes given in the figure (solid
curves). The dashed curves are fits according to a multiband model (for de-
tails, see Supporting Material). In (a) and (b), the curves are vertically dis-
placed for better clarity. (c) Population dynamics of excitons on B800, B850,
and B890, obtained from the spectral fits shown in (b) and the EADS life-
times (solid curves). The dashed curves are numerical fits of a target model
(given in Fig. 5 a), resulting in the ensemble rate constants shown in Fig. 5 c.
To see this figure in color, go online.TA of THL40 membranes
We measured the time-resolved TA spectra of THL40
A. vinosum membranes after pumping at energies from
1.35 to 1.58 eV (920–785 nm, respectively), thereby varying
the initial population composition over a wide range. This
allowed us to specifically study backward ET rates, but
also provided insight into effects arising from disorder.
Here, we present the detailed results for two extreme casesBiophysical Journal 109(9) 1885–1898(pump at 1.58 eV (Fig. 3) and pump at 1.35 eV (Fig. 4), and
then summarize the entire large data set in Fig. 5. Fig. 3 a
shows TA spectra obtained at selected pump-probe delays,
after pumping THL40 at 1.58 eV, predominantly exciting
B800H. At a pump-probe delay of 0.1 ps (thin black curve),
we can clearly identify the PB features of B800H and
B800L at 1.58 and 1.54 eV, respectively. However, note
that also the strongly excitonic (first-derivative-like) PB/
PA features of B850 and B890 (at 1.45 and 1.40 eV, respec-
tively) are already present, with a spectral weight clearly
FIGURE 4 (a) TA spectra after pumping THL40 at 1.35 eV with
different pump-probe delay times as given in the figure (solid curves).
Dashed curves are global fits according to a three-state sequential model.
(b) D-EADS obtained from the global fits, with the associated lifetimes
given in the figure (solid curves). The dashed curves are fits according to
a multiband model (for details, see Supporting Material). In (a) and (b),
the curves are vertically displaced for better clarity. (c) Population dy-
namics of excitons on B850 and B890, obtained from the spectral fits in
(b) and the EADS lifetimes (solid curves). The dashed curves are numerical
fits of a target model (given in Fig. 5 a), resulting in the ensemble rate con-
stants shown in Fig. 5 c. To see this figure in color, go online.
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weight of B850 and B890 is a signature of the strongly de-
localized nature of their circular excitons. Taking delocal-
ization into account, we find that B800H and B800L are
indeed the dominant primary excitations, as predicted
from the GSA spectra.
We performed a global analysis of the time-dependent TA
spectra using a three-state, strictly sequential model, result-
ing in three EADS with associated lifetimes. The fits are
shown as dashed curves superposed with the respectiveTA spectra in Fig. 3 a. The fit is very good for both B890
and B850. Fig. 3 b shows the D-EADS resulting from the
global fit. The peaks of B890 for B850 are clearly discern-
ible at 1.40 and 1.46 eV, respectively. Due to an insufficient
signal/noise ratio, also in this case the spectral region above
1.52 eV (containing the B800 doublet) was excluded from
the analysis and dealt with in an indirect manner. In the
following, we will discuss the D-EADS one by one, because
each D-EADS stands for a well-characterized spectral—and
thus photophysical—evolution in the system. The first D-
EADS, D-EADS 1, characterizes the composition of pri-
mary excitations after pumping at 1.58 eV, showing the
presence of B850 and B890 due to resonant excitation of
higher energetic transitions of these complexes. An addi-
tional contribution can result from an ultrafast ET path orig-
inating from B800; however, our time resolution does not
allow us to distinguish between these contributions. The
evolution from D-EADS 1 to D-EADS 2 is dominated by
the ET process from B800 toward B850, which is clearly
indicated by the strong buildup of the B850 peak (compare
the black and red curves, respectively), occurring with a
time constant of 1.56 ps, which is similar to the time con-
stant measured in LH2-B850 after pumping at 1.58 eV. In
addition to the B850 band, the B890 band grows weakly
from D-EADS 1 to D-EADS 2, partially due to B850 /
B890 ET, because B850 is already present in D-EADS 1
due to resonant pumping, but possibly also due to an addi-
tional contribution from another precursor (see the discus-
sion at the end of this section).
The evolution from D-EADS 2 to D-EADS 3 is character-
ized by a strong buildup of the B890 band at the expense of
the B850 band, caused by B850/B890 ET and occurring
with a time constant of 5.9 ps. The final D-EADS, D-
EADS 3, has a lifetime of 150 ps, which means that the
spectral shape of the respective TA spectra, from which
the global fit was derived, will be constant throughout the
final decay, caused by ET toward the RC. The fact that D-
EADS 3 still contains a significant amount of B850 clearly
shows that the B890/B850 ratio is locked throughout the
final decay. Such a constant concentration ratio can only
be caused by the presence of an equilibrium of forward
and backward ET between B850 and B890.
We performed a spectral analysis of the D-EADS in Fig. 3
b. We derived the spectral model for THL40 from the one
used for LH2-B850 (Fig. 2 d), adding an additional second
derivative of a skewed Voigt band to represent the B890
band. To accommodate time-dependent spectral shifts
(which are clearly visible especially for B850 in Fig. 3 a),
we allowed both center energies and spectral widths to
evolve from one D-EADS to another. The resulting spectral
fits (thick lines in Fig. 3 b) are close to perfect across the
spectral range of B890 and B850.
Fig. 3 c shows the time dependence of the exciton concen-
trations on the B800, B850, and B890 complexes (black,
red, and green curves, respectively). Owing to its lowBiophysical Journal 109(9) 1885–1898
FIGURE 5 (a and b) Target models for (a) THL40 and (b) TLL30. Pump-induced generation of a population is indicated by arrows labelled g1, g2, etc.,
and modeled by a Gaussian generation function in the numerical procedure (for details, see Supporting Material). ET processes are indicated by arrows
labelled kif, where i indexes the intial and f the final state. Bimolecular exciton annihilation was included for the majority LH2 species (B850 in THL40,
B820 in TLL30). Backward ET rate constants with an end-state energy increase by >2 kTwere omitted from the target model. In TLL30, some further ET
processes involving the low-concentration species B850 were omitted as well, because of insignificant absolute population transfer at our signal/noise ratio.
The dashed processes were included to account for the observed additional channel for population transfer into B890; however, the origin of this has not
yet been elucidated. (c and d) Rate constants from the target analysis at different pump photon energies for (c) THL40 and (d) TLL30. To see this figure in
color, go online.
1892 Lu¨er et al.exciton absorption cross section, B800 is calculated to be
the dominant primary photoexcitation (at t¼ 0.2 ps), despite
its small contribution to the black curve in Fig. 3 a, whereas
the strong bands of B850 and B890 in this curve translate
into only weak contributions to the primary excitation
composition: their spectral weight is strong just because
their excitonic absorption cross section is high. The pres-
ence of B850 in D-EADS 3 (green curve in Fig. 3 b) trans-
lates into a biexponential decay of the B850 exciton
concentration, causing a tailing of the red curve in Fig. 3
c toward long time delays, from which we can determine
the backward ET constant B890/B850.
We performed a target analysis to determine the elemen-
tary rate constants of a nontrivial reaction scheme (i.e.,
resonantly pumping more than one species, with the pres-
ence of parallel and backward reactions) from a set of
concentration-time dependencies as in Fig. 3 c. If only
first-order reactions are considered in the target model,
there is only one solution for the set of rate constants (the
so-called transfer matrix) given by simple matrix algebra
(17). However, the data in Fig. 3 c clearly show the presence
of exciton annihilation, a process with second-order ki-
netics: the crossing point of the black and red curves at
t ¼ 1 ps lies higher than the crossing point of the red and
green curves at t ¼ 10 ps, although B890 decay, which isBiophysical Journal 109(9) 1885–1898the only ET process that causes a net reduction of the total
exciton concentration, occurs only on a 150 ps timescale.
As a consequence, there must be a second mechanism
that reduces the total exciton concentration. The presence
of B850 exciton annihilation at the excitation densities we
used has been observed in other types of purple bacteria
(29,30). To include second-order kinetics in the target
model, we used nonlinear optimization to fit a numerical so-
lution of the target model to the data (thick curves in Fig. 3
c; for details, see Supporting Material). The target analysis
reproduced all of the details of the temporal evolution of the
B800, B850, and B890 concentrations with satisfactory
precision.
Fig. 4, a–c, respectively show the TA spectra, D-EADS,
and excitation dynamics obtained after the THL40 sample
was pumped at 1.35 eV, which is in the red absorption
edge of the B890 complex (see Fig. 1 d). The resulting
TA spectra for 0.1, 4, and 50 ps (black, red, and green
curves, respectively, in Fig. 4 a) are very similar and fully
dominated by the PB/PA pair of the strongly delocalized
B890 exciton. The minor presence of B850 excitons can
be concluded from a very soft inflection point around 1.46
eV; however, a quantitative analysis requires a global fit
on the D-EADS spectra. Fig. 4 b shows D-EADS 1 and
D-EADS 2 obtained from a global fit according to a strictly
Energy Transfer in A. vinosum Membranes 1893sequential three-state model (see also Supporting Material
for the treatment of coherent contributions).
The presence of the B850 exciton in addition to B890 is
indicated very clearly in D-EADS 1 and 2 by the appearance
of a peak at 1.46 eV, which is clearly separate from that of
the B890 exciton. The small contribution of B850 in D-
EADS 1 can be explained by resonant pumping of the
B850 complex on the weak red tail of its absorption. The
significant buildup of B850 at the expense of B890 going
from D-EADS 1 to D-EADS 2 is direct evidence of a back-
ward B890/B850 ET in the time domain. The lifetime of
D-EADS 1 (8.4 ps) is a measure of the B850/B890 equili-
bration dynamics and in principle should be equal to the
lifetime of D-EADS 1 after excitation at 1.57 eV (5.9 ps;
see Fig. 3 b). However, consider that the D-EADS 1 lifetime
after pumping at 1.58 eV is shortened by exciton annihila-
tion in B850. This effect is negligible upon pumping at
1.35 eV because in this case, the B850 exciton concentration
is very low throughout the experiment. As shown below, the
target analysis singles out the contributions from ET and
exciton annihilation to the EADS 1 lifetime. Finally, and
as shown in Fig. 3 b, D-EADS 2 has a 130-ps lifetime, which
means that the spectral weight ratio of B890/B850 stays
locked throughout the final B890 decay—a clear indication
of an equilibrium between forward and backward ET be-
tween B850 and B890.
Fig. 4 c shows the B850 and B890 excitation dynamics in
THL40 after pumping at 1.35 eV, as derived from Fig. 4 b
and the exciton cross-section ratio obtained in the Support-
ing Material. The delayed buildup of B850 and the common
decay of both B850 and B890 can be observed. Using the
target model illustrated in Fig. 5 a, we obtain a good numer-
ical fit of the excitation dynamics (compare the dashed and
solid curves in Fig. 4 c).
The experiments and target analysis presented so far for
the THL 40 sample, pumping at the two extreme energies
of 1.58eV and 1.35 eV, were extended to other intermediate
energies (results not shown here). The resulting ET rate con-
stants are given in Fig. 5 c as a function of the excitation
photon energy. The rate constant that involves B800 (k12)
is only obtained when this species is resonantly pumped.
The values in this case are similar to those obtained from
the isolated LH2-B850 complexes and to those found in
Rb. sphaeroides (2) and Rps. palustris (27). The rate con-
stant k23 for the forward transfer B850/B890 is ~0.06
ps1 (equivalent to a transfer time of 16 ps), and the back-
ward transfer rate constant is ~0.012 ps1 (80 ps transfer
time). Both the forward and backward rate constants are
thus considerably slower than in other species (2,9), which
probably reflects the reduced spectral overlap between
B850 and the particularly strongly red-shifted B890 band
in the LH1 complexes in A. vinosum compared with other
species. Owing to the larger energetic spacing between
B850 and B890, the ratio k23/k32 (which reflects the equilib-
rium between B890 and B850 excitons) is also considerablylarger than is generally observed between B850 and B875
moieties. The rate constant k30 (for onward transfer toward
RC) varies around 0.01 ps1, which is comparable to the
backward ET constant k32. Importantly, the values obtained
for k23, k32, and k30 (Fig. 5 c) do not systematically depend
on the pump photon energy. This shows that the overall ET
dynamics in THL40 membranes is well described by a ho-
mogeneous model.
Note that we clearly identified a weak additional channel
for the B890 population active on a 1 ps timescale. In the
target model, we tentatively assigned it to direct B800-
B890 ET (k13 in Fig. 5 a). The fitted rate constants are in
the range of 1/10 ps1, which is similar to the rate constant
for ET from B850 into B890 (k23 in Fig. 5 a), respectively.
Given the fact that B800 has both lower spectral overlap and
higher distance toward B890 than B850, this finding cannot
easily be explained. It is therefore possible that the precursor
state for this population transfer into B890 is a different one
from those considered in the target model, and a fourth state
should be included in the target model. However, with the
data at hand, we currently cannot conclusively assign this
precursor.TA of TLL30 membranes
We performed similar experiments and a target analysis as a
function of pump photon energy for the TLL30 sample as
well. As in the case with the THL40 sample, we will present
the detailed results only for two extreme cases (1.58 eV in
Fig. 6 and 1.35eV in Fig. 7). We will then summarize the re-
sulting rate constants for the intermediate pump photon en-
ergies in Fig. 5 d.
Fig. 6 a presents the TA spectra of TLL30 obtained at
selected time delays after pumping at 1.58 eV, i.e., mainly
resonant with B800. To avoid an overcrowding of spectral
features, we limit ourselves to the spectral region below
1.52 eV, where the inflection points of the excitonic PB/
PA pairs of B890, B850/B820L, and B820 can be found
(1.39, 1.47, and 1.505 eV, respectively). At t ¼ 0.1 ps (black
curve), we find the clear presence of a B820 band super-
posed on the broader B850/B820L feature. The presence
of the sharp B820 fingerprint band at 1.495 eV helps us to
determine the relative amount of the B820 exciton in the
band at 1.47 eV. A very weak inflection point for the
B890 is also already present at 0.1 ps around 1.39 eV.
This is mainly caused by resonant excitation of higher elec-
tronic states of the B890 complex; however, note that, as in
Fig. 3 a, our time resolution is not sufficient to capture a
possible contribution of an ultrafast ET channel from
B800 or B820 to B890.
At a t ¼ 4 ps delay, all three features (of B890, B850/
B820L, and B820) have strongly increased due to ET
from B800 (outside of the displayed spectral range) into
B820 and B850 and then onward to B890. At t ¼ 20 ps, a
further strong increase of B890 at the expense of the bandBiophysical Journal 109(9) 1885–1898
FIGURE 6 (a) TA spectra after pumping TLL30 at 1.58 eV with different
pump-probe delay times as given in the figure (solid curves). Dashed curves
are global fits according to a four-state sequential model. (b) D-EADS ob-
tained from the global fits, with the associated lifetimes given in the figure
(solid curves). The dashed curves are fits according to a multiband model
(for details, see Supporting Material). In (a) and (b), the curves are verti-
cally displaced for better clarity. (c) Population dynamics of excitons on
B800, B820, B850, and B890, obtained from the spectral fits in (b) and
the EADS lifetimes (solid curves). The dashed curves are numerical fits
of a target model (given in Fig. 5 b), resulting in the ensemble rate constants
shown in Fig. 5 d. To see this figure in color, go online.
FIGURE 7 (a) TA spectra after pumping TLL30 at 1.35 eV with different
pump-probe delay times as given in the figure (solid curves). The dashed
curves are global fits according to a three-state sequential model. (b) D-
EADS obtained from the global fits, with the associated lifetimes given
in the figure (solid curves). The dashed curves are fits according to a multi-
band model (for details, see Supporting Material). In (a) and (b), the curves
are vertically displaced for better clarity. (c) Population dynamics of exci-
tons on B800, B820, B850, and B890, obtained from the spectral fits in (b)
and the EADS lifetimes (solid curves). The dashed curves are numerical fits
of a target model (given in Fig. 5 a), resulting in the ensemble rate constants
shown in Fig. 5 d. To see this figure in color, go online.
1894 Lu¨er et al.at 1.47 eV is observed, roughly indicating the timescale of
the ET from B820 and B850 into B890. Finally, after 100
ps, the B820- and B850-related features have become very
weak.
Fig. 6 b shows the D-EADS that resulted from the global
analysis, using four states with a strictly sequential model,
together with their associated lifetimes. We find that the
fingerprint band for B820 is strongest in D-EADS 2, con-
firming the results in Fig. 1 d suggesting that B800H is
the main absorber at a pump energy of 1.58 eV. GoingBiophysical Journal 109(9) 1885–1898from D-EADS 2 to D-EADS 3, we find that the band at
1.47 eV is unchanged in strength, whereas the B820 finger-
print band has clearly decreased. Since the band at 1.47 eV
is composed of contributions from both B850 and B820L,
this means that B850 has grown at the expense of B820.
Since at the same time B890 has strongly increased, we
find that B820 transfers energy to both B850 and B890.
Going from D-EADS 3 to D-EADS 4, we find that B890
does not further increase significantly, and B850 is strongly
Energy Transfer in A. vinosum Membranes 1895depleted. This means that the most important ET path from
B820 is directly into B890, and only a small portion of the
B820 excitons is transferred indirectly via B850. The long-
lived D-EADS 4 shows that in the final equilibrium between
B820, B850, and B890, very little B820 is present, and thus
most of the weak band at 1.47 eV can be ascribed to B850. A
spectral fit (according to a spectral model derived from the
analysis of LH2-B820) reproduces the D-EADS very well,
except for D-EADS 1, probably due to the presence of
coherent and/or transient hole-burning effects.
On the basis of the spectral weights obtained from the
spectral fits in Fig. 6 b, we calculate the excitation dynamics
for all four moieties (Fig. 6 c). We find that B820 excitons
reach a much higher concentration than B850 excitons,
which means that B820 excitons do not necessarily pass
through B850 before they are transferred to B890. It is inter-
esting to note that the dynamics of B850 excitons appears
like an amplitude-scaled replica of the dynamics of the
B890 excitons (green and blue curves, respectively), mean-
ing that both share the same precursor (B820 excitons) dur-
ing buildup, and both equilibrate during decay.
We were able to closely reproduce the excitation dy-
namics by a numerical solution of the target model given
in Fig. 5 b (thick curves in Fig. 6 c). There are two reasons
why the fit quality in Fig. 6 c is slightly inferior to that of
Fig. 3 c. First, we did not include internal conversion from
B820 to B820L in the kinetic model for TLL30. Second,
the low overall concentration of B890 complexes in
TLL30 (only 21% according to Table 1) may require several
B820/B820 ET steps before ET toward B890 is possible.
Such a multistep ET process causes a time-dependent ET
rate (diffusion-enhanced ET) (31), which is not considered
in the target model of Fig. 5 b. The resulting rate constants
are given in Fig. 5 d for 1.58 eV excitation energy.
Fig. 7 a shows the TA spectra of TLL30 pumped at 1.35
eV into the low-energy edge of the B890 complex. The TA
spectra obtained at different delays are all very similar,
showing only the PB/PA pair of the strongly delocalized
B890 exciton. No further inflection points can be observed,
which means that there is no significant excitation other than
that of B890. Comparing the blue curves of Figs. 7 a and 6 a,
we find that at t ¼ 100 ps, the B890 exciton has lost nearly
all of its initial spectral weight after pumping at 1.35 eV,
whereas after pumping at 1.58 eV, the B890 exciton is still
close to its maximum spectral weight after t ¼ 100 ps.
Consequently, the final B890 decay time depends on the
pump photon energy, which is a sign of energetic and/or
morphological disorder in the TLL30 membranes.
The D-EADS in Fig. 7 b (solid curves), obtained from the
global fits to the time-resolved TA spectra in Fig. 7 a,
confirm the picture that developed from inspection of the
TA spectra. The primary D-EADS, D-EADS 1, shows a
very weak peak for B850, which is rendered by the spectral
fit (dashed curves in Fig. 7 b). A buildup of B820 and B850
is observed in D-EADS 2 and 3 by virtue of a broadening ofthe B850- and B820-related features. D-EADS 3 has a life-
time of 49 ps and does not decay to zero, but gives rise to D-
EADS 4 with a strongly blue-shifted B890 band and a
strongly red-shifted B850 band. These strongly shifted
bands have a lifetime exceeding the measurement time,
thus confirming that there is substantial disorder in the
TLL30 membranes, influencing their photophysics. From
the D-EADS, we obtain the excitation dynamics in Fig. 7
c. At the end of the pump pulse (t ¼ 0.2 ps), the B890
exciton is the only significant photoexcitation that is reso-
nantly created. Weak backward ET occurs toward B820
and (on a longer timescale) B850.
Using the same target model as employed for Fig. 6 c, we
can approximately reproduce the excitation dynamics in
Fig. 7 c. As noted above, the spectral superposition of
B820 and B850 excitonic features increases the error of
the solid curves in Fig. 7 c, and the neglect of a possible
time dependence of k24 in the target model (Fig. 5 b), caused
by B850 exciton diffusion before the final transfer, increases
the error of the dashed curves in Fig. 7 c.
We performed the same spectro-temporal analysis for
TLL30 at 10 different pump photon energies in the range
of 1.35–1.58 eV as we did for the THL40 sample. We
then subjected the resulting population dynamics to a target
analysis according to the target model given in Fig. 5 b. Due
to the low concentration of B850, we experienced substan-
tial cross talk between some of the rate constants involving
B850. We decided to ignore backward ET from B850 to
B820, and from B890 to B850, and we fixed the forward
transfer constant from B820 to B850, which was varying
significantly for the different pump energies, to a mean
value of k23 ¼ 5  103 ps1. With this target model, we
obtained reasonable fits and stable rate constants at all
pump energies (see Fig. 5 d).
We find that the rate constant for ET from B800 toward
the majority LH2 complex, containing B820, is k12 y (1
ps)1, which is comparable to THL40, where the majority
LH2 complex contains B850. In TLL30, direct transfer
from B800 toward the low-concentration B850 complex oc-
curs very slowly, with k13y (100 ps)
1, as we had predicted
from the qualitative study of the EADS in Fig. 6 a. The
transfer from the majority LH2 species in TLL30 (LH2-
B820) toward B890 occurs with k24 y (20 ps)
1, which is
comparable to what was observed for THL40 (k23 in this
case), where LH2-B850 is the majority species.
The rates for backward ET toward B820 are comparable
to the B890 decay rate. This means that, as in the case of
THL 40, an exciton on B890 in TLL30 has the chance to
perform one backward ET to B820/B850 before transferring
its excitation to the RC. However, since the overall concen-
tration of LH1 complexes is low in TLL30, this backward
ET with high probability will be followed by a forward
ET toward the original LH1 complex. Therefore, in
TLL30, backward ET is active, but most likely does not
induce a transfer toward a different LH1 complex. This isBiophysical Journal 109(9) 1885–1898
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sary under HL conditions, but not under LL conditions,
where the percentage of inactive RCs is always close to
zero (9). As in THL40, we identified in TLL30 a weak addi-
tional channel for the B890 population active on a 1 ps time-
scale with low overall yield. The resulting rate constants
(k14 in Fig. 5 b) clearly exceed the sum of k24 and k34. There
is no photophysical reason why ET from B800 into B890
should be faster than that from B820 or B850, and thus
we conclude that this additional low-yield process should
probably be assigned to a precursor different from B800.
Further studies are necessary to identify this precursor.
An important difference between THL40 and TLL30 is
that in TLL30, all of the rate constants involving B890
become faster at lower pump photon energies. The differ-
ence between the D-EADS 3 lifetimes in Figs. 6 b and 7 b
is drastic and is reflected by the k40 values in Fig. 5, which
are strongly dependent on excitation energy, covering a fac-
tor of nearly 4. All possible scenarios that could explain
such behavior require a certain degree of energetic or topo-
logical inhomogeneity in the membranes. One possible
explanation is that at 1.35 eV, we probe energetically or to-
pologically different species, which consequently behave
differently. For example, assuming a strongly inhomoge-
neous morphology that includes LH1 clusters without any
LH2 complexes, the central LH1 complexes can be popu-
lated resonantly, but not by ET. Another explanation relies
on continuous diffusive feeding of B890 during B890 decay,
leading to an apparently longer B890 lifetime when B890 is
not excited directly. Note that feeding by one-step ET pro-
cesses is explicitly included in the target model (via the
first-order rate constants k14, k24, and k34), so the rate con-
stant in question, k40, should be free of such feeding effects.
However, we need to take into account that the LH2 com-
plexes in TLL30 make up 79% of the total (see Table 1),
so it is clear that not all resonantly created B800/B820/
B850 excitons have an LH1 complex as their nearest
neighbor. Some of the excitons can only reach the LH1 com-
plex by diffusional motion involving multiple LH2-LH2 ET
steps. Diffusional motion is not considered in the target
model in Fig. 5 b; it is slow (because it is stochastic) and
might account for a continuous feeding process during
R100 ps (see Supporting Material for details).CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we performed femtosecond TA spectroscopy
on single LH2 complexes and photosynthetic membranes
of the purple bacterium A. vinosum, grown at different tem-
peratures and illumination intensities. A target analysis of
derivative TA spectra obtained at various pump energies
enabled us to quantify the complete set of forward and back-
ward ET rate constants in the single LH2 complexes and the
HL-grown membranes of THL40, and most of the corre-
sponding constants in the LL, low-temperature-grownBiophysical Journal 109(9) 1885–1898TLL30. In the single LH2 complexes, we find that the rate
constants for ET from the weakly excitonically coupled
B800 toward the strongly excitonically coupled B820 and
B850 within the same LH2 complex scale with the energetic
offset, which is explained by the spectral overlap.
In the photosynthetic membranes, we performed the
target analysis at various pump photon energies. We find
that in THL40, the ET constants do not significantly depend
on the pump photon energy. This means that the target
model employed for THL40, involving only time-indepen-
dent rate constants in a homogeneous medium, describes
the ET transfer kinetics correctly. In contrast, TLL30 shows
a striking dependence on the pump photon energy of all in-
dividual rate constants involving B890. This shows that in
A. vinosum, disorder has a pronounced effect on the ET dy-
namics in LL-grown samples. Our data indicate that in
TLL30, the presence of LH2-LH2 ET (B820/B820) might
limit the overall rate of ET into B890 when B890 is not reso-
nantly pumped. Note that in contrast to the highly direc-
tional process of ET from B850 to B890, the B820/
B820 ET process is nondirectional and therefore leads to
slow diffusive exciton hopping. Based on the fact that the
relative abundance of LH1 complexes is as low as 21%,
we can conclude that in TLL30 not every LH2 complex
has an LH1 complex as its nearest neighbor, and thus
LH2/LH2 ET might indeed influence the overall dy-
namics of transfer toward B890. This leads to an effective
ET coefficient that is time dependent and not rendered by
the target model we employed. We note that disorder is a
general property of membranes in which no periodic
arrangement of LH1 and LH2 complexes is formed. Howev-
er, due to the more balanced ratio of LH1/LH2 complexes in
THL40 compared with TLL30, the overall kinetics is still
well described by a homogeneous model, and disorder ef-
fects are not noticed. Therefore, we can conclude that a
B800 exciton in THL40 typically reaches the nearest LH1
complex by a single B800/B850 transfer event, followed
by a single B850/B890 transfer event. This indicates the
absence of clustering in THL40 membranes. We note that
previous studies demonstrated dispersive kinetics in mem-
branes that contain only one type of complex (LH1 (32)
or LH2 (33)). Recently, a reduction of the effective forward
ET constant (LH2/LH1) to increase the LH2/LH1 ratio
was found in Rb. sphaeroides and was explained by the
presence of a small number of weakly connected LH2
complexes transferring their energy toward LH1 very
slowly (34).
The evolution of the rate constants k24, k42, and k40 with
pump photon energy in Fig. 5 d, all involving B890, is qual-
itatively in agreement with this picture. If B890 is not
pumped directly but is populated by ET from LH2, the
B890 population decay will be delayed by continuous diffu-
sive feeding from B820/B850 excitons, which, due to slow
LH2/LH2 transfer, can persist for more than 100 ps. Since
the target model does not include this nonexponential
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decreases at higher pump photon energy. Another qualita-
tive indicator of the importance of diffusion is the equilib-
rium between the B890 and B820 populations that is
reached in the presence of forward and backward ET (k24
and k42, respectively). According to Fig. 5 d, this equilib-
rium is more strongly on the side of B890 (k24/k42 > 10)
when B890 is pumped directly than when B890 is reached
by ET from LH2 (k24/k42 < 10). If the equilibrium is
reached by diffusive motion as we claim, the equilibration
dynamics would be nonexponential. Thus, when B890 is
pumped directly, onward transfer toward RC (occurring
with exponential kinetics) will precede the slow equilibra-
tion with B820, such that the observed population ratio
will always stay strongly on the side of B890, as observed
in Fig. 5 d. In contrast, if B800 or B820 are pumped reso-
nantly, B890 will be reached by nonexponential kinetics,
but will be depleted by exponential kinetics, keeping the
population ratio relatively more on the B820 side, again as
observed in Fig. 5 d. However, although qualitative agree-
ment can be shown, significant uncertainty in the values of
Fig. 5 d does not allow a quantitative analysis to verify
the proposed diffusive model.
Finally, we note that, on average, the equilibrium between
B890 and B820 in TLL30 (obtained by the ratio k24/k42 in
Fig. 5 d) is similar to the equilibrium between B890 and
B850 in THL40 (obtained by the ratio k23/k32 in Fig. 5 c).
Considering the much higher relative abundance of LH2
in TLL30, this means that in the LL complex, backward
ET is strongly reduced with respect to forward ET, similar
to the case of Rps. Palustris (9).
Having obtained detailed insight into the different photo-
physics in HL and LL samples, we can draw some conclu-
sions that might enhance our understanding of LL and HL
adaptation in purple bacteria. For a given light intensity,
the number of incoming excitations on an LH1 complex
must be optimized to fit the RC turnover time (in the milli-
second range) (35). Under LL conditions, this requirement
yields a very low LH1/LH2 ratio, which would normally
cause the majority of the excitons to dwell in the abundant
LH2 complexes because of the detailed balance. A suppres-
sion of backward ET, as we find for LL complexes, could
help keep the equilibrium population more on the side of
the LH1 complexes, compensating for the entropy effect
from the higher abundance of LH2 complexes (36). HL
adaptation, on the other hand, requires a fine balance be-
tween backward ET and the optimum LH2/LH1 ratio to
maximize the exciton transfer connectivity (i.e., the relative
increase of LH2 absorption cross section per LH1 complex
if a neighboring LH1 complex has an RC in the oxidized
state (36) without reducing the overall yield of exciton trap-
ping by the RC. Our proposal regarding diffusive kinetics in
LL samples should be considered in conjunction with the
backward ET rate. If a stochastic B850/B850 transfer be-
comes important (at high LH2/LH1 ratios), there will be anonzero probability that an exciton formed on LH1, but
transferred to LH2, will be lost for the RC because it will
remain in the LH2 phase throughout its lifetime. In fact,
Timpman and co-workers (34) observed a significant reduc-
tion in quantum efficiency for higher LH2/LH1 ratios in Rb.
sphaeroides. It is therefore advantageous to keep these exci-
tons on the LH1 complexes to allow for efficient trapping on
the RC, rather than transferring them into the LH2 phase
with the risk of losing them by diffusive kinetics.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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